
Ending Gaming Addiction 

If a member of your family is caught up in gaming, treat 
it like any addiction; intervene with counselors who deal 
with such addictions and who have tools to uncover the 
root causes for the obsessive activity. 

“Atari,” the brand name of one video game platform, 
means in Japanese “you’re about to become engulfed” and that’s what happens to many – they 
become engulfed in the games and lose all care for anything else. Many spend hours playing; 
their health and grades slip.  

The cost to playing games incessantly is loss of doing productive things, like learning a hobby, 
exercising, homework, time with family. Some argue that gaming is a good way to spend time 
with friends but most who started playing games with friends, then moved to playing against 
people online they don’t know – and no longer invite friends to play. 

Why are teens and others so easily addicted? 

Video games attract guys especially - for the challenge, adventure and sense of accomplishment 
when they beat a level, achieve a high score or complete a mission. Video games can be fun for 
you and your child or teen to enjoy together, but unhealthy if it consumes all their free time 
and attention, disrupts sleep, studies or work, and personal interaction.  

Teens love video games for the challenge and an escape - the games offer mental and visual 
stimuli that can cause the “gamer” to forget everything – time, food and other people. Kids can 
find a misplaced sense of self -esteem in these games as each can become a virtual star, secret 
agents or warrior in these games. If it’s one thing they do better than others, they relish it. And 
it’s a place — maybe the only one — where they feel totally in control. 

THE EFFECT OF VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES depends on the individual, their maturity and home 
situation. If a kid is prone to violent outbursts, hangs with violent kids, or seems to lack a moral 
compass, violent games should be avoided. For boys, visually oriented and naturally with a 
warrior instinct, games of skill and conquering are very appealing. It’s when they’re played 
incessantly that the fantasy world can get mixed up with the real world - and that’s a problem if 
the youth is already emotionally unstable. 

A checklist to identify a gaming obsession. Does the child/teen/adult play: 

• almost every day?  

• more than 3 hours at a time?  

• for excitement?  

• instead of doing homework?  

• instead of social activities?  

• instead of physical activities?  

• instead of being interested in real-life? 

• or get upset if not playing?  

• Instead of getting needed sleep? 

 
If gaming is negatively affecting motivation, productivity or personality, it’s time to act:  

 

(more…) 



Getting gaming under control 

Video gaming can be a great way for parents to connect with their kids but if it takes over a 
kid’s life, it’s time to act. Parents must moderate the amount of time and type (ethical values) 
of games their kids play - not just follow the rating on the package. Here are some tips to help 
get gaming under control: 

• Don’t ban video games; there are many good ones, including skills-based sports games and
multi-tiered adventures with no immoral or violent overtones.

• Discourage them from retreating into games when they’re upset; gaming shouldn’t be
allowed to become an emotional coping mechanism. Daily, ask about life challenges and
work through any together. Escaping into gaming won’t fix life problems.

• Evaluate the games your teen is playing. When a new one is bought or given as a gift, play it
with him/her to learn how it works and the images and values it portrays. If any are
objectionable, get rid of it or perhaps trade it at a video game exchange.

• Play together, taking turns, asking questions and keeping interaction going so they don’t
disappear into the game environment.

• Capitalize on their gaming fascination to channel that energy in a productive direction. One
gamer was challenged by parents to figure out how a favorite game worked,
technologically, and he became a math and computer whiz.

• Cut back the number of hours played daily. Shut down the unit and take the power cord
after a certain hour each evening. Require that they match the time on games with equal
amounts of productive non-digital activities. Keep an eye on their computers and on phones
too, not just the game box hooked to the TV.

• Limit temptation; move gaming equipment out of your teen’s room and into a common
area.

• Instill moderation. Discuss and advise time limits and set a timer; when it goes off, so does
the game.

• Provide an adventure to focus on when gaming is off – or to take its place. This is hard when
parents are tired, working hard to make ends meet. But if all a family does is go to work, to
school, watch TV, sleep and repeat, then a teen will think, “life is boring,” and seek
adventure elsewhere. It might require some changes and rethinking, but it doesn’t take a
lot of time to have an adventure with your child or teen –even an addicted adult. Build
something, go to batting cages, a concert, a walk or night hike. Shoot hoops, eat at a new
restaurant, or learn to cook or bake something together. Inject fun and new activities into
your family. Live real life together. Ask for suggestions.

• Implement these restrictions for, not against them. Tell kids you’ll stand with them through
thick and thin, but in front of them to block anything unhealthy, immoral or antisocial that is
influencing their life – and that includes video games that might be controlling them.

Source: ParentingTodaysTeens.org 
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